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Live Technoworld’s
IELTS Centre
Celebrating 5 years
of
IELTS Coaching
Come and join us and be one of the successful
students of the many who have come and passed
with flying colours!

Study with Live Technoworld’s IELTS and you can
approach this important exam with complete
confidence. That’s because our system focuses on
the key areas of exam strategy, exam thinking and
wider English language skill. Our system is targeted
to helping you get your best possible IELTS exam
result. You’ll also be able to take advantage of our
Academic Extras to maximize your learning, with
activities
including
attending
lectures,
a
pronunciation clinic, a conversation class, and
conversation partnerships with native speakers.
Prepare for the IELTS exam with Live Technoworld’s
IELTS for a unique and life-changing experience.
The IELTS exam preparation course includes
guidance on how to improve exam skills and
technique during the classes and intense
development of the 4 core language skills (speaking,
listening, reading and writing).Your exam
preparation class includes guidance on how to
become a more independent learner, participation
in the Student’s Podium (giving presentations and
peer teaching) and weekly tutorials with an
experienced learner. The exam is available as an
Academic or General Training option. If you intend
enrolling on a university course, the Academic
Training Option is required. By contrast, the General
Training option is required for other reasons such as
vocational or non-academic training or immigration
purposes.
Your Live Technoworld’s IELTS experience will
include fun, interesting lessons and a professional
teacher who wants to see you succeed.

Finest Instructors:
We possibly follow the most demanding selection
and training processes for our trainers which reflect
in the results our students have achieved. But more
than anything it is the personal touch that our
students value the most in our trainers.

How we do it?
1. We develop high skills in all the four
core areas.
2. We brush up your language skills via
highly intensive language labs.
3. We focus on preparing you
academically and linguistically.
4. We boost up your confidence to help
you to cope up in a new
environment.
5. We provide you with detailed
information so that you have the
best.
6. What you should expect for your
training from Live Technoworld’s
IELTS:
7. A uniquely built flexible, intensive
and
comprehensive
IELTS
programme
8. An experienced trainer with a
proven success record
9. All exclusive and extensive study
material
10. One-on-one
and
private
personalized assistance
11. Excellent infrastructure with the
latest technology
12. A well-equipped library with the
latest books and CDs on IELTS
Research and Development Team:
Live Technoworld’s IELTS has an R&D team that is
always working towards improving the teaching
methods and question solving techniques. Live
Technoworld’s IELTS is among the few institutes
which have an R&D team specialized for IELTS and
that is customized for the Indian student.

Updated Curriculum:
With a significant number of our students taking the
test every week, we are able to record the smallest
of changes in the tests. This has also allowed us to
have an extensive and exclusive databank of
questions; giving our students that strong extra
edge.

Customized Batches:
We strongly believe that the developmental needs
of each student are different and they can’t be
boxed in a single type of a batch and thus we offer a
choice of programmes depending on a student’s
requirements and level.

Specialist:
Personal Assistance:
We are only into IELTS, and thus specialists in our
This is one of strongest points. Our trainers are full fields. All our efforts and energies are devoted to
time and are allotted teaching slots of only half the making the IELTS learning experience better.
day leaving the other half free for the students to
approach them for personal assistance.
Our Programme Schedules:
We understand that every individual is different and so is his or her requirement from an IELTS training
programme. Incorporating this into our research we have formulated different types of batches to allow
you the flexibility to choose what is just right for yourself –
Live Technoworld’s IELTS Program is – Flexible, Intensive & Comprehensive
Weekday Classes
Time
800am - 930am
930am - 1100am
500pm - 630pm
630pm - 800pm

Mon
Mock Test
Mock Test
Mock Test
Mock Test

Tue
Listening
Reading
Writing
Speaking

Wed
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening

Thu
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Reading

Fri
Speaking
Listening
Reading
Writing

Weekend Classes
MORNING
Time
Sat
900am - 1030am
Listening
1030am - 1200pm
Reading

Sun
Reading
Writing

AFTERNOON
Time
Sat
100pm - 230pm
Writing
230pm - 400pm
Speaking

Sun
Speaking
Listening

Additional services –
 Course Duration – 12, 24, 36 & 48 Hours
 Course Fee – Rs. 4000/-, Rs. 7000/-, Rs. 9000/-  Rs. 500/- per mock test (L, R & W)
& Rs.11000/- respectively
 Rs. 200/- per essay review
 Maximum of 8 students in a class
 Rs. 50/- per speaking evaluation

IELTS Listening
The IELTS Listening test takes approximately 30 minutes,
and you are allowed an extra 10 minutes to transfer your
answers from your question booklet to your answer
sheet.








Answer multiple choice questions
Label a plan, map or diagram
Fill in a form
Complete a table
Complete a flow-chart
Give short answers

Four sections - The IELTS Listening test is broken down
into four sections:
Marking
Each correct answer receives one mark.
Questions
Scores out of 40 are converted to the IELTS 9-band scale.
There are 40 questions.
Scores are reported in whole and half bands.
A variety of question types is used, and you may be
asked to
IELTS Writing
Timing
The IELTS Writing test takes 60 minutes. Spend 20
Write clearly, organize your ideas and use a varied minutes on Task 1, and 40 minutes on Task 2.
vocabulary.
You will need to manage your own time, so make sure
Purpose of the test
you move on to Task 2 after 20 minutes.
The IELTS writing test is designed to assess a wide range
of writing skills, including how well you
Two tasks
There are two tasks in the IELTS Writing test. You will be
Write a response appropriately
asked to write at least 150 words for Task 1 and at least
Organize ideas
250 words for Task 2.
Use a range of vocabulary and grammar accurately
Marking
This is the case for whichever version of the IELTS test Your Writing test will be marked by a certificated IELTS
you are taking.
examiner. Task 2 is worth twice as much as Task 1 in the
IELTS Writing test. Scores are reported in whole and half
bands.
IELTS Speaking
Timing
The IELTS Speaking test takes 11-14 minutes. Three
The Speaking test is as close to a real-life situation as an sections
exam can get. The content of the IELTS Speaking test is The Speaking test is made up of three sections:
the same for both the IELTS Academic and IELTS General
Training tests.
Marking
You will be assessed on your performance throughout
Purpose of the test
the test by certificated IELTS examiners. You will be
marked on the four criteria of the IELTS Speaking Test
The IELTS Speaking test is designed to assess a wide Band Descriptors:
range of skills.
The examiner will want to see how well you can
 Fluency and coherence
 communicate opinions and information on everyday
 Lexical resource
topics and common experiences; to do this you will
 Grammatical range and accuracy
need to answer a range of questions
 Pronunciation
Scores are reported in whole and half bands.

IELTS Reading

This is the case for whichever version of the IELTS test
you are taking.

You will need to read quickly and efficiently, and manage
your time. You will be asked to read three different Questions
passages and respond to related questions in your IELTS There are 40 questions.
Reading test.
A variety of question types is used. You may be asked to
The content of the Reading test is different for IELTS
Academic and IELTS General Training tests. Details of
each version are given below.
Purpose of the test
The IELTS Reading test is designed to assess a wide range
of reading skills, including how well you













Fill gaps in a passage of written text or in a table
Match headings to written text to diagrams or
charts
Complete sentences
Give short answers to open questions
Answer multiple choice questions

Sometimes you will need to give one word as your
Read for the general sense of a passage
answer, sometimes a short phrase, and sometimes
Read for the main ideas
simply a letter, number or symbol. Make sure you read
Read for detail
the instructions carefully.
Understand inferences and implied meaning
Marking
Recognize a writer’s opinions, attitudes and Each correct answer receives one mark. Scores out of 40
purpose
are converted to the IELTS 9-band scale. Scores are
reported in whole and half bands.
Follow the development of an argument

